News Release
IWG SIGNS LONG-TERM PROCUREMENT CONTRACT WITH
DASSAULT FALCON JET
April 20, 2006
Burnaby, BC, Canada - International Water-Guard Industries Inc. (IWG) is pleased to announce that it has
signed a long-term procurement contract for its potable water treatment equipment with business jet
manufacturer Dassault Falcon Jet. The contract was signed at Dassault Aviation headquarters in Saint
Cloud, France by IWG President and CEO, David Fox and Dassault Senior Vice-President Procurement,
Jean Paul Pellissier.
Under the terms of the contract, IWG becomes an official supplier of its NPS-A4 water treatment unit as an
option for the popular 900 and 2000 series of business jets, as well as the new Falcon 7X. The contract
also covers procurement terms for the NPS-A4 at Dassault Group Service Centers and Completion Centers
around the world.
“This contract is another major step forward for us,” said David Fox, IWG’s President and CEO. “We have
been supplying NPS-A4 units to Dassault for some time, and it is a significant development for IWG to now
be classed among their official suppliers. This represents a big commitment from both companies to the
long term future of IWG’s products on the Falcon Jet family. We look forward to expanding this relationship
in the future, for the benefit of Dassault and its extensive international customer base. Dassault’s 900 and
2000 series aircraft are two of the world’s most popular large intercontinental business jets, and there are
over 600 already in service, so this contract also provides improved access to a very large retrofit market.”
Dassault Falcon Jet Corp. is a wholly owned subsidiary of Dassault Aviation, and is responsible for selling
and supporting Falcon business jets throughout North America, South America, and the Pacific Rim
countries of Asia (including China). It employs a workforce of more than 2300 professionals who service,
support and meet the needs of Falcon operators in the Western Hemisphere. Since the rollout of the first
Falcon 20 in 1963, over 1800 Falcon jets have been sold to more than 65 countries worldwide. The family
of Falcon jets currently in production includes four tri-jets—the Falcon 50EX, 900DX, 900EX EASy, and the
new 7X—as well as the twin-engine Falcon 2000, Falcon 2000DX and Falcon 2000EX EASy.
International Water-Guard is a Canadian aerospace company focusing on aircraft potable water treatment
and full water system solutions. IWG has expertise in all aspects of water treatment, and has the products
and know-how to provide high quality water for passengers and crew, and light weight, space saving
solutions for the aircraft operator.
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